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Abstract
Idris’ Effects library demonstrates how to embed resource dependent algebraic effect handlers into a
dependently typed host language, providing run-time and compile-time based reasoning on type-level
resources. Building upon this work, Resources is a framework for realising Embedded Domain
Specific Languages (EDSLs) with type systems that contain domain specific substructural properties.
Differing from Effects, Resources allows a language’s substructural properties to be encoded
within type-level resources that are associated with language variables. Such an association allows
for multiple effect instances to be reasoned about autonomically and without explicit type-level
declaration. Type-level predicates are used as proof that the language’s substructural properties
hold. Several exemplar EDSLs are presented that illustrates our framework’s operation and how
dependent types provide correctness-by-construction guarantees that substructural properties of
written programs hold.
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1

Introduction

Substructural Type-Systems allow type-systems to reason about abstract resources associated with the type-system’s domain of operation [65]. For general purpose programming
languages these resources typically capture, and reason quantitatively about, memory access,
variable usage, and erasure of non-essential terms. However, not all languages are general
purpose, nor are their abstract resources quantitative in nature cf.Linear Typing with Session
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Types [30]. Domain Specific Languages (DSLs) are special purpose languages tailored to a
specific application domain [26]. Embedded Domain Specific Languages (EDSLs) are DSLs
that have been embedded within a host language to capitalise upon the host language’s
functionality. Implementing an EDSL with a substructural type-system, however, requires an
implementation language that not only supports substructural typing but supports reasoning
about domain specific substructural properties.
Algebraic effect handlers support reasoning about a program’s side-effects [50] and several
programming languages such as OCaml and Haskell have been extended with them [33, 46].
Effects [11] is a general purpose resource dependent algebraic effect handler library for the
dependently typed programming language Idris [10]. Through Effects, developers can realise
EDSLs with substructural type-systems.
Effects has been realised as Resource Dependent EDSLs in which the EDSL is specified
as an algebraic data type whose type captures resources that are each associated with an
abstract state machine [11]. The EDSL’s type forms a Hoare monad [1, 7] and sequencing
of expressions captures valid transitions between individual states of these resources. Such
EDSL construction is a common design pattern seen within dependently typed programming
languages. For example, there are EDSLs for reasoning about: communicating systems [13,
Chp. 15]; communication protocols [19]; and hardware component interfaces [20].
Effects requires, however, that domain specific effects operate within a general purpose
effectful context, and effect management is not an autonomic aspect of the program and
is the responsibility of the programmer. That is, effect instances describe a single effect
within the program, and multiple same effect instances must be explicitly labelled. Figure 1
illustrates these issues with a simple copy function that opens two file handles and writes a
single line from one file to another1 . Within the function’s body each same effect instance
must be labelled at both the value and type-level. Use of Effects is not ideal when designing
EDSLs with domain specific effect systems in which multiple same effect instances can occur,
nor does the Effects library support autonomic effect management.
copy : (o, n : String) -> Eff (Maybe FileError) [A ::: FILE (), B ::: FILE (), STDIO]
copy o n = do
Success <- A :- open o Read | FError e => do {printLn e; pure (Just e)}
Result s <- A :- readLine | FError e => do {printLn e; A :- close; pure (Just e)}
A :- close
Success <- B :- open n WriteTruncate | FError e => do {printLn e; pure (Just e)}
res <- B :- writeString s
case res of
Success => do {B :- close; pure Nothing}
FError e => do {printLn e; B :- close; pure (Just e)}

Figure 1 Example of labelled effects using Idris’ Effects library.

1.1

Contributions

We build on previous work in designing algebraic effect handlers in Idris [11, 10]. Rather
than associating an effect’s abstract resource with the program itself we associate it with
a bound variable within the EDSL. Further, the list of possible effects is now constrained
to an a priori set of domain specific effects. Such an association and restriction leads to
greater reasoning and manipulation of the effects within a Resource-Dependent EDSLs, thus
enabling autonomic effect management and reasoning about the state of an effect’s resource.
Given this principal idea, our contributions are:
1

Idris’ pattern match & bind notation reduces the number of case expressions required [11]. This notation
supports binding to a value and presentation of the remaining cases on the right.
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1. Resources, a general purpose framework for constructing Resource Dependent EDSLs
that have a domain specific substructural type-systems. Further, we illustrate using
effect handlers how EDSLs created using Resources can be operated on in a variety of
different evaluation contexts.
2. A collection of exemplar EDSLs demonstrating the ability of Resources to create
EDSLs. Files reasons about multiple concurrent File IO (Section 4.1); Wireless reasons
about domain specific bigraph construction (Section 4.2); and Sessions captures value
dependent global session descriptions – Section 4.3.
Resources is a step forward for developers and presents a new general framework
for realising domain specific substructural type-systems for resource dependent EDSLs.
Thus, supporting the exploration of novel type-systems similar to those seen in existing
systems [47, 28, 17, 32].

1.2

Outline

Section 2 discusses how dependent types support type-level abstract state machines, and
reasoning about such machines. Section 3 presents the framework itself, and exemplar EDSLs
appear in Section 4. Sections 2 and 3 describes how data types modelled after De Bruijn
indices [18] provide type-level assertions that certain substructural properties hold.
I Remark. Although not essential, before reading about our work we encourage readers not
familiar with Idris to learn more about the language, its syntactic constructs, auto-implicit
arguments, and semantic highlighting2 .

2

Type-Level State Tracking and Reasoning

This section introduces the underlying technique for type-level reasoning about abstract
resources, through implementation of an EDSL that captures high-level file interactions.
Within our EDSL files are either: closed; open for reading; or open for writing. We
encapsulate these operations using the following four operations, and a helper function for
displaying showable data: Open – which opens a file for reading or writing; Read – which
reads a string from a file opened for reading; Write – which writes a string to a file opened
for writing; Close – which closes an already open file; and PrintLn – which prints showable
data.
Parameterised monads allow for language expressions to be associated with a type-level
state which we refer to as a resource [1]. Hoare monads allow for state transitions to be
presented at the type-level [7]. The type of each expression describes how the expressions
affects the abstract state. An operation and its type give a Hoare Triple [29]. Definition of
state machines within such a monadic construct ensures that any sequence of operations
which type checks is a valid sequence of operations. For our example, this means that any
operation on a file must respect the type-level state machine we define. Thus, attempting to
write to a file opened for reading should present itself as a type error.
Figure 2 presents an implementation of the EDSL within a Hoare monad. FileIO is
parameterised by the state of the file before and after each operation. The arguments to
FileIO are: a Type, which represents the return type of the operation; and two FileState

2

Differing from Idris’ existing colouring scheme, we use a more printer friendly set: Data constructors;
Type constructors; Bound variables; named Function; Idris Keywords; and Implicitly bound variables.
Agda style highlighting is used for typed holes .
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instances, which represent the input state (the precondition) and the output state – the
postcondition. These invariants ensure that read and write operations only work when
the state of the file is correct: Open for their particular mode of operation. The PrintLn
operation should not affect the program’s abstract state. The type of Bind explains how
sequencing changes the file’s state based on a previous expression. Pure returns a pure
value. Thus, if a sequence of FileIO expressions type checks, then it is a valid sequence
of operations according to the stated protocol. Rather than use Bind and Pure directly,
do-notation is realised by overloading (»=) and pure, with Bind and Pure.
data Mode = R | W
data State = Open Mode | Closed
data FileIO : (type : Type) -> (pre : State) -> (post : State) -> Type where
Bind : FileIO a stA stB -> a -> FileIO b stB stC -> FileIO b stA stC
Pure : a -> FileIO a before after
Open :
Read :
Write :
Close :
PrintLn

(fname
FileIO
(value
FileIO
: Show

: String) -> (m : Mode) -> FileIO () Closed (Open m)
String (Open R) (Open R)
: String) -> FileIO () (Open W) (Open W)
() (Open m) Closed
a => a -> FileIO () curr curr

Figure 2 An EDSL for interacting with a single file.

Figure 3 presents a sample program written in FileIO. The program’s abstract state is
initialised to Closed. Each expression transitions the state according to the rules embedded
in the type of our EDSL. If an incorrect sequence of expressions were to be given, for example
opening two files or reading to a file opened for writing, then the program would fail to
type-check.
toFile : (fname : String) -> (contents : String) -> FileIO () Closed Closed
toFile fname str = do { Open fname W; Write str; Close}

Figure 3 An example program for interacting with a single file.

2.1

Files with Errors

The definition for FileIO is not sufficiently expressive: Operations on file handles are
naturally impure; FileIO is pure. The EDSL does not capture potential errors that occur
when interacting with a file. For example, being unable to open a file handle, or an error
occurring during a read/write operation.
Figure 4a illustrates how the type of FileIO can be redefined to address run-time errors.
The post-condition is now a function that computes the resulting state dependent on the
value returned by the expression. For example, Open changes the state to Closed in the
result of an error, otherwise the state remains the same. The remaining constructors for
FileIOE can be redefined accordingly. Figure 4b shows Figure 3 rewritten using FileIOE. If
the result of Open or Write is not checked, the subsequent interactions will not type check.
The next state would be unknown.
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data FileIOE : (type : Type) -> (pre : State) -> (post : type -> State) -> Type where
Open : (fname : String)
-> (m : Mode)
-> FileIOE (Maybe FileError)
Closed
(\res => case res of {Nothing => Open m; Just err => Closed})
...
(a) Partial redefinition of FileIO.
toFile : String -> String -> FileIOE (Maybe FileError) Closed (const Closed)
toFile fname str = do
Nothing <- Open fname W
| Just err => do {PrintLn err; pure err}
Nothing <- Write fh "A string" | Just err => do {PrintLn err; Close fh; pure err}
Close fh
pure Nothing
(b) Figure 3 rewritten as an FileIOE instance.

Figure 4 Redefining FileIO to include type-level enforcement of error handling.

This pattern of state-aware EDSL construction allows reasoning about the abstract state
of an EDSL at compile-time, based on data obtained at run-time. However, FileIOE is not
expressive enough to reason about, nor interact with, multiple files.

2.2

Modelling Multiple File Access with Errors

Figure 5 extends the definition of FilesIOE with a list of abstract state machines: one per
open file.
data FilesIOE : (ty : Type) -> (old : List Item) -> (new : ty -> List Item) -> Type where
Pure : (val : a) -> FilesIOE a (st val) st
Bind : FilesIOE a first snd_fn
-> ((x : a) -> FilesIOE b (snd_fn x) third_fn)
-> FilesIOE b first third_fn
Open : (fname : String) -> (m : FMode)
-> FilesIOE (Either FileError Handle) old
(\res => case res of {Right hdl => MkItem hdl (Open m)::old; Left _=> old})
Read : (hdl : Handle) -> (prf : Any (IsOpenFor hdl R) item old)
-> FilesIOE (Either FileHandle String) old
(\res => case res of {Right _ => old; Left _ => update (closeHandle) old prf})
Write : (hdl : Handle) -> (str : String) -> (prf : Any (IsOpenFor hdl W) item old)
-> FilesIOE (Maybe FileError) old
(\res => case res of {Nothing => old; Just _ => update (closeHandle) old prf})
Close : (hdl : Handle) -> (prf : Any (IsHandle hdl) item old)
-> FilesIOE () old (const $ drop old prf)
PrintLn : Show a => (msg : a) -> FilesIOE () old (const old)

Figure 5 An EDSL to model multiple concurrent file interactions.

To help with reasoning about multiple files we introduce two helper data structures.
data Handle = MkHandle

data Item = MkItem Handle FileState

Handle represents file handles at both the value and type level, and Item associates a
type-level file state with a particular handle. File handles are bound to names using the Bind
constructor. Although, we could use a nameless representation based on De Bruijn indicies
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we can take advantage of Idris’ elaborator to distinguish between different instances of Handle
based on their bounded names and type-level values. During the type checking process Idris’
elaborator translates high level Idris code to the internal type theory representation [9] by
expanding high level language constructs such as case blocks and where clauses, and inferring
values for implicit arguments by unification and search. Further, by replacing the original
state that parameterises FileIOE with a list of these Item instances, the state of each open
file handle in our EDSL can be tracked.
Figure 6 presents two type-level predicates for reasoning about individual items in our
type-level context. IsOpenFor declares that the given file handle has been opened for reading
or writing; and IsHandle declares that the given file handle exists. To aid reasoning about
multiple file handles, i.e. any item in the program’s context, the list quantifier Any is used.
The Any represents existential quantification that the given predicate holds on a list item.
With Idris’ do-notation let-bindings are provided, however, let-bindings do not interact
with the type-level context. We can use the Any list quantifier in conjunction with Idris’
elaborator to ensure that aliased variables cannot be used. If an operation with an aliased
handle were to be used then proof (witness) cannot be given of the handle’s existence in
the type-level context as Idris’ elaborator will fail to associate the aliased named with an
abstract state.
data IsOpenFor : (hdl : Handle) -> (mode : FMode) -> (item : Item) -> Type where
FileIsOpenFor : (m : FMode) -> IsOpenFor hdl m (MkItem hdl (Open m))
(a) Predicate for reasoning about file handle mode.
data IsHandle : (hdl : Handle) -> (item : Item) -> Type where
FileExists : (hdl : Handle) -> IsHandle hdl (MkItem hdl st)
(b) Predicates for linking file handle to instance of Handle.

Figure 6 Predicates.

Figure 7 presents the type signatures for two helper functions that manipulate the typelevel context based on an expression’s associated predicates. The first function, update,
updates specific elements in our context dependent upon the supplied Any proof. Further,
the update function f facilitates access to the predicate that holds over the item we are
updating. The drop function removes an item from the context using the supplied Any proof
about the item.
update : (f : (i : Item)
-> (prf : p i)
-> Item)
-> (context : List Item)
-> (index : Any p item context)
-> List Item
(a) Updating an Item instance.

drop : (context : List Item)
-> (index : Any p item context)
-> List Item
(b) Removing an Item instance.

Figure 7 Functions for manipulating the type-level context.

With these extra data structures, and predicates, type-level operations on individual file
handles in FilesIOE becomes autonomic. Files are opened using Open which extends the
context with the new file handle, its initial state. The old context is retained if the operation
fails. Reading a file, using Read, requires proof that the file is already open for reading. We
do so using IsOpenFor and Any. If the read is successful then the old context is retained. If
the read is unsuccessful then the state of the file is updated to IsClosed. The definition of
Write is analogous to Read. Closing a file (Close) removes the file’s state from the context.
For a close operation to be allowed, evidence must be presented that the file is in the closed
state. With this evidence the file’s associated state can be removed.
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Figure 8a presents an example of a program written using FilesIOE. For each language
expression that requires a predicate a proof must also be given. With this approach value
level expressions become incredibly verbose. This is too verbose. Users should not be
expected to write such proofs by hand. Idris supports auto-implicit arguments, in which the
values for implicit arguments to a function can be automatically constructed using a greedy
constructor-based search to find a value that matches the arguments type. By wrapping each
language expression in a function that uses auto implicits we can automatically construct
the proofs.
copy : (old, new : String) -> FilesIOE (Maybe FileError) Nil (const Nil)
copy old new = do
Right fh <- Open old R | Left err => do {PrintLn err; Pure (Just err)}
Right str <- Read fh (H $ FileIsOpenFor R) | Left err => do
PrintLn err
Close fh (H $ FileExists fh)
Pure (Just err)
Close fh (H $ FileExists fh)
Right fh1 <- Open new W | Left err => do {PrintLn err; Pure (Just err)}
res <- Write fh1 str (H $ FileIsOpenFor W)
case res of
Nothing => do {Close fh1 (H $ FileExists fh); Pure (Nothing)}
Just err => do {PrintLn err; Close fh1 (H $ FileExists fh1); Pure (Just err)}
(a) With Proofs.
copy : (old, new : String) -> FilesIOE (Maybe FileError) Nil (const Nil)
copy old new = do
Right fh <- open old R | Left err => do {printLn err; pure (Just err)}
Right str <- read fh | Left err => do
printLn err
close fh
pure (Just err)
close fh
Right fh1 <- open new W | Left err => do {printLn err; pure (Just err)}
res <- write fh1 str
case res of
Nothing => do {close fh1; pure (Nothing)}
Just err => do {printLn err; close fh1; pure (Just err)}
(b) With Proofs calculated using auto-implicit arguments.

Figure 8 Figure 3 rewritten using FilesIOE.

For example, the wrapper function for Close would be written as:
close : (h : Handle) -> {auto idx : Any (IsHandle h) i o}
-> FileIOE () o (const (drop o idx))
close h {idx} = Close h idx
By convention, the function that calculates an auto-implicit argument is named using lower
case variants of the constructor name. Figure 8b presents the “cleaned” version of Figure 8a.
Notice that for each branch in our case-splits, and bind operations, we must close open
file handles. Here the type-level state requires us to exit functions with an empty context.
This ensures that all file handles are closed when we exit our program. To ensure that our
programs start and end with the correct states the type-synonym FilesIOE is defined to
ensure that the end state of the program must be empty, implying that all file handles that
were open, were also closed.
FileIO : Type -> Type
FileIO ty = FilesIOE ty Nil (const Nil)

ECOOP 2020
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3

The Framework

The definition of FilesIOE follows a pattern of EDSL construction seen in existing work [13,
19, 20]. This section describes the implementation of Resources that encapsulates the
common structures and definition common to these EDSLs.

3.1

Capturing Abstract State

Central to the framework’s operation is associating variables with an abstract state that
is reasoned about at the type-level. Figure 9 presents the definitions for variables, their
associated state, and an EDSLs’ context. The relationship between a variable and a state
is captured by indexing the type for variables (Var) and state items (StateItem) with a
data type that acts as a meta-type representing the type of the variable’s associated state.
Following from the Well-Typed Interpreter [3], the type of StateItem is further indexed by a
function to compute the concrete type associated with the type-level value. The definition
of StateItem associates an instance of Var with a specific instance of state. As we saw in
Section 2.2, Idris’ elaborator allows us to distinguish between different instances of Var. The
list of state items captured at the type level, the EDSLs context, is collected in a bespoke
data type Context.
data Var : (Ty : Type) -> (ty : Ty) -> Type where
MkVar : Var type value
data StateItem : (ty : Type) -> (calcSTy : ty -> Type) -> (value : ty) -> Type where
MkStateItem : (value : type)
-> (label : Var type value)
-> (state : calcSTy value)
-> StateItem type calcSTy value
data Context : (type : Type) -> (calcSTy : type -> Type) -> Type where
Nil : Context type calcSTy
(::) : (item : StateItem type calcSTy value)
-> (rest : Context type calcSTy)
-> Context type calcSTy

Figure 9 Definitions for variables, state items, and type-level context.

3.2

Sequencing Language Expressions

Figure 10 presents the parameterised data type that captures state transitions between
different abstract states. A type-synonym ensures that all languages defined using the
framework use the same signature. A language expression has an expression type (exprTy),
an existing Context instance pre, and a function postK to compute the new context from
the expression’s value. Lang is a function that constructs an instance of this type signature
with the meta-type and a function to compute concrete states indexing the signature.
Lang : (type : Type) -> (type -> Type) -> Type
Lang type calcSTy = (exprTy : Type)
-> (pre
: Context type calcSTy)
-> (postK : exprTy -> Context type calcSTy)
-> Type

Figure 10 The type for all EDSLs.
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Figure 11 presents LANG, a single data type, to collate the: meta-type – (type); interpreter
(calcSTy); and Lang instance together.
data LANG : Type -> (type : Type) -> (calcSTy : type -> Type) -> Type where
MkLang : (type : Type)
-> (calcSTy : type -> Type)
-> Lang type calcSTy
-> LANG type calcSTy

Figure 11 Data Structure and accessors to hold EDSL Specifications.

Figure 12 presents LangM, the data structure that captures, generically, the sequencing
of EDSL language expressions. The data type LangM removes the need for each EDSL to
provide the same definitions for sequencing expressions. The constructor Value returns a
pure value. Let provides sequencing of expressions and insertion of computed values into
subsequent expressions. Expr provides embedding of EDSL language expressions into LangM.
The type of LangM is indexed by: m – a monadic context; exprTy – the type associated with
an expression; spec – the language specification that is being sequenced; pre – the original
context; and postK – the computed context.
data LangM : (m : Type -> Type)
-> (exprTy : Type)
-> (spec
: LANG type calcSTy)
-> (pre
: Context type calcSTy)
-> (postK : exprTy -> Context type calcSTy)
-> Type where
Value : (value : a) -> LangM m a spec (postK value) postK
Let : LangM m a spec old oldK
-> ((val : a) -> LangM m b spec (oldK val) postK)
-> LangM m b spec old postK
Expr : {eSig : Lang type calcSTy}
-> (expr : eSig a pre postK)
-> LangM m a (MkLang type calcSTy eSig) pre postK

Figure 12 Definition of LangM.

3.3

Reasoning About Abstract State

Within dependently typed languages, list quantifiers such as All and Any are based on De
Bruijn indices and reasoning about all or specific elements within a standard list using
a provided predicate [18]. Figure 13 presents similar predicated quantifiers that can be
constructed for Context. The AllContext predicate mirrors All and allows one to present
a predicate that applies to all state items. Mirroring Any, InContext constructs a proof that
there is an element (searching from the head of the list) satisfying the provided predicate.
data AllContext : (p : (value : type) -> (item : StateItem type calcSTy value) -> Type)
-> (c : Context type calcSTy)
-> Type where
data InContext :
->
->
->

(value : type)
(p : StateItem type calcSTy value -> Type)
(c : Context type calcSTy)
Type where

Figure 13 Quantifiers for reasoning about elements in Context.
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Generic functions can be constructed using these quantifiers to operate on Context
instances. Specifically, instances of InContext provide type-safe transformations on specific
elements. Figure 14 presents the definition of several of these functions. The first function,
update, updates specific elements in our context dependent upon the supplied InContext
proof. Here, the update function f facilitates access to the predicate that holds over the item
being updated. The function drop removes an item from the context using the InContext
proof about the item. A third function setState allows the state to be replaced.
update : (context : Context type calcSTy)
-> (index
: InContext value predicate context)
-> (f : (item : StateItem type calcSTy value)
-> (prf : predicate item)
-> StateItem type calcSTy value)
-> Context type calcSTy
drop :
->
->
->

{predicate :
(context
:
(index
:
Context type

setState :
->
->
->
->

StateItem type calcSTy value -> Type}
Context type calcSTy)
InContext value predicate context)
calcSTy

{predicate :
(context
:
(index
:
(item’
:
Context type

StateItem type calcSTy value -> Type}
Context type calcSTy)
InContext value predicate context)
calcSTy value)
calcSTy

Figure 14 Functions acting on Context instances.

3.4

Language Evaluation

The Effects library uses Idris interfaces to link effect specifications (descriptions) to implementation handlers that realise the specification for a specific implementation context.
This is the Handler interface. Figure 15 presents a similarly named interface to describe
EDSL evaluation and effect handling, together with a secondary interface, RealVar that
details how variables in an EDSL are to be translated to concrete types. Within Resources
our individual effect specifications will be subterms in our EDSL and their handlers the
corresponding body in the implementation.
The Handler interface is indexed by: the meta-type type; the meta-type interpreter; a
language expression specification; an accumulator; and a specific evaluation context. Similarly
to the Effects handler interface, instances of Handler detail how to evaluate EDSL expressions
in a specific evaluation context, and how the domain specific effects are to be handled. The
function handle takes an evaluation environment, the expression to be considered, an
accumulator, and a continuation to pass on the updated environment and accumulator.
Figure 16 presents the definition (Env) for evaluation environments to keep track of
variables and their abstract state. The type of Env is indexed by an evaluation context m
and the current state of the EDSL (ctxt) during evaluation. This ensures that the items in
the environment grows and shrinks as the type-level context (ctxt) grows and shrinks. The
data type Tag is a container for holding concrete variable representations. The function of
the RealVar interface computes the concrete type from the language’s meta-type.
Section 3.3 presented predicates for reasoning about state items in instances of Context.
These same predicates are used to provide operations on our computation environments; Env
is indexed by a context. Figure 17 presents the function definitions for lookup, update, and
drop that mirror the functions presented in Section 3.3. When specifying how EDSLs are
evaluated, type-level operations on the context must be mirrored at the value level for the
environment.
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interface RealVar (type : Type) where
CalcRealType : type -> Type
interface RealVar type
=> Handler (type : Type) (eSig : Lang type) (calc : type -> Type)
(tyAcc : Type) (m : Type -> Type) | type
where
handle : (env : Env m type pre)
-> (expr : eSig tyExpr pre postK)
-> (acc : tyAcc)
-> (cont : (value : tyExpr)
-> (env’ : Env m type (postK value))
-> (acc’ : tyAcc)
-> m tyRes)
-> m tyRes

Figure 15 Interfaces for evaluation.

data Tag : (type : Type) -> (value : type) -> Type where
MkTag : RealVar type => (real : CalcRealType value) -> Tag type value
data Env
Nil :
(::) :
=>
->
->
->

: (m : Type -> Type) -> (ty : Type) -> (ctxt : Context ty calcSTy) -> Type where
Env m type Nil
RealVar type
{item : StateItem type calcSTy value}
(tag : Tag type value)
(rest : Env m type items)
Env m type (item::items)

Figure 16 Evaluation environment definition.

lookup :
=>
->
->
->

RealVar ty
(env : Env m ty context)
{p
: (item : StateItem ty calcSTy value) -> Type}
(idx : InContext value p context)
Tag ty value

(a) Lookup items from environment.
update : RealVar ty
=> (env : Env m ty ctxt)
-> (idx : InContext value p ctxt)
drop : (env : Env m ty ctxt)
-> (up : (i : StateItem ty calcSTy value)
-> (idx : InContext value p ctxt)
-> p i
-> Env m ty (drop ctxt idx)
-> StateItem ty calcSTy value)
(c)
Remove
items from environment.
-> Env m ty (update ctxt
(b) Update items from environment.

Figure 17 Functions operating over an execution environment.

Figure 18 presents the generic function run that evaluates languages defined in Resources.
As arguments the function run takes: a closed LangM program (prog); and an initial seed for
the accumulator – init. On successful evaluation the function returns the result of evaluating
prog and the final state of the accumulator. The type of the function has been further
constrained with Applicative to return the result of the evaluation within the context of
the environment m. For pure evaluation contexts, i.e. identity, a separate runPure function
can be defined that need not be constrained by Applicative.
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run :
=>
->
->

(Applicative m, Handler type lang tyAcc m)
(init : tyAcc)
(prog : LangM m tyExpr lang c Nil (const Nil))
m (Pair tyExpr tyAcc)

Figure 18 Run function.

4

Exemplar Uses of Resources

This section explores use of Resources through the construction of three separate EDSLs.
For each EDSL presented we only present salient aspects of the construction. The complete
definitions are available in the accompanying artefact.
The first, Files, replicates the running example from Section 2 demonstrating how
to build the EDSL and specify a handler for the IO computation context. The second,
Wireless presents a EDSL for describing wireless connections between mobile devices, and
details a Handler instance for constructing a BiGraph representation. The last EDSL,
Sessions replicates salient aspects from, and extends the functionality, of Sessions an
EDSL for describing communication protocols [19], and shows a simpler construction using
Resources.

4.1

Exemplar 1: Reasoning About Multiple File Handles

This section demonstrates how to use Resources to re-implement the FilesIOE EDSL from
Section 2.1.

4.1.1

EDSL Definition

Figure 19 presents the type-level definitions required by the EDSL. Like FilesIOE, there
is a single state machine captured within the EDSL’s type. The type FH is a singleton
type acting as a meta-type for the state machine, and the type synonym FileHandle acts a
convenient wrapper when referring to file handles. FHStateType is the function that calculates
the state type based on FH, and FileStateItem is the type synonym for representing the
EDSLs abstract states. While this construction is cumbersome for single state-machine
EDSLs, Section 4.2 demonstrates how this construction can support multiple type-level state
machines.
data FH = MkFH

FHStateType : FH -> Type
FHStateType _ = FileState

(a) EDSL Metatype.
FileHandle : Type
FileHandle = Var FH MkFH
(b) Alias to represent file handles.

(c) Interpreter to compute state type.
FileStateItem : Type
FileStateItem = StateItem FH FHStateType MkFH
(d) Type synonym to represent state items.

Figure 19 Preliminary definitions and example predicate.

Figure 20 presents the algebraic data type (Files) that captures the language’s expressions.
Notice how the definitions mirror that of FilesIOE from Section 2.1. Rather than use explicit
case statements in anonymous functions, named functions are provided that compute the
state transitions. As an example we present the function definition for readTrans:
readTrans : Either FileError String
-> (old : Context FH FHStateType)
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data Files : Lang FH FHStateType where
Open : (fname : String)
-> (fm : FMode)
-> Files (Either FileError (FileHandle) old (\res => openTrans res fm old)
Read : (hdl : FileHandle)
-> (prf : InContext MkFH (IsOpenFor hdl R) old)
-> Files (Either FileError String) old (\res => readTrans res old prf)
Write :
->
->
->

(hdl : FileHandle)
(msg : String)
(prf : InContext MkFH (IsOpenFor hdl W) old)
Files (Maybe FileError) old (\res => writeTrans res old prf)

Close : (hdl : FileHandle)
-> (prf : InContext MkFH (IsHandle hdl) old)
-> Files () old (const $ drop old prf)
PrintLn : Show a => a -> Files () old (const old)

Figure 20 Definition for Files.

-> InContext MkFH (IsOpenFor hdl R) old
-> Context FH FHStateType
readTrans (Right _) old _
= old
readTrans (Left _) old prf = update old prf (\i,p => closeHandle i p)
Files uses two predicates to reason about a file handle’s abstract state: IsOpenFor and
IsHandle. Their definition mirrors that to those provided in Figure 6. As an example, we
present only the new definition for IsOpenFor:
data IsOpenFor : FileHandle -> FMode -> FileStateItem -> Type where
FileIsOpenFor : (m : FMode)
-> IsOpenFor hdl m (MkStateItem MkFH hdl (Open m))
The language definition for Files is thus:
FILES : LANG FH FHStateType
FILES = MkLang FH FHStateType Files
The generic computation context LangM uses LANG instances to ensure correct embedding of
EDSL expressions. Expressions can then be embedded within LangM using expr as follows:
openFile : (fname : String) -> (fm : FMode)
-> LangM m (Either FileError (FileHandle)) FILES old
(\res => openTrans res fm old)
openFile fname fm = expr $ Open fname fm

4.1.2

Handler for the Files EDSL

Figure 21 presents the handler definition for the IO computation context. An implementation
of RealVar maps the singleton type FH to a real file handle. The accumulator has the unit
type as this implementation of Handler only evaluates File expressions. The accumulator
is not required. Each of the expression handlers realises the requisite file operations, and
follows that of the FILE effect [10]. Within our implementation, however, our environment
(env) keeps track of the open file handles.
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RealVar FH where
CalcRealType MkFH = File
Handler FH FHStateType Files () IO where
handle env (Open fname fm) acc cont = do
let m = case fm of {R => Read; W => WriteTruncate}
res <- openFile fname m
case res of
Left err => cont (Left err)
env
acc
Right fh => cont (Right MkVar) (MkTag fh::env) acc
handle env (Read hdl prf) acc cont = do
let MkTag fh = lookup env prf
res <- fGetLine fh
case res of
Left err => cont (Left err) (update env prf (\i,p => closeHandle i p)) acc
Right str => cont (Right str) env
acc
handle env (Write hdl str prf) acc cont = do
let MkTag fh = lookup env prf
res <- fPutStrLn fh str
case res of
Left err => cont (Just err) (update env prf (\i,p => closeHandle i p)) acc
Right _
=> cont Nothing
env
acc
handle env (Close hdl prf) acc cont = do
let MkTag fh = lookup env prf
closeFile fh
cont () (drop env prf) acc
handle env (PrintLn a) acc cont = do
printLn a
cont () env acc

Figure 21 Handler instance for Files.

4.1.3

Example Programs

Figure 22 presents two example programs written using Files. The first (Figure 22a)
replicates the running example presented in Figures 1 and 8. The second example (Figure 22b)
demonstrates an incomplete program, indicated by the typed-hole, that will fail to type
check. This is because the file has been opened for reading and we are attempting to write
to the file. The typed hole is required in this example to ensure that the example can begin
to type-check. Resources ensures that the substructural checks are performed at compile
time.

4.2

Exemplar 2: Constructing Domain Specific Bigraphs

This next example examines bigraphs, a mathematical model for representing the communication made between entities and said entities physical placement [40]. A bigraph comprises of
a place graph that denotes the spatial relations between entities, and a link graph that denotes
the communication relations. Each entity within a bigraph is typed with a domain specific
construct that dictates the entity’s: arity – number of links; and atomicity – containment
of other entities. Existing bigraph constructions make their bigraphs abstract (entities are
identifier-free) and refer to entities using singleton types [53].
Figure 23 presents a commonly used algebraic notation for bigraph specification. The
standard algebraic bigraph definition embeds the link graph within an entities definition in
which the type of the entity dictates the arity. The number of links K possesses is determined
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copy : (a,b : String) -> Files m (Maybe FileError)
copy a b = do
Right fh <- openFile a R | Left err => do {printLn err; pure (Just err)}
Right s <- readString fh | Left err => do {printLn err; closeFile fh; pure (Just err)}
closeFile fh
Right fh1 <- openFile b W | Left err => do {printLn err; pure (Just err)}
res <- writeString fh1 s
case res of
Nothing => do {closeFile fh1; pure Nothing}
Just err => do {printLn err; closeFile fh1; pure (Just err)}
(a) Example from Figures 1 and 8.
copy : (a,b : String) -> Files m (Maybe FileError)
copy a b = do
Right fh <- openFile a R | Left err => do {printLn err; pure (Just err)}
Right s <- readString fh | Left err => do {printLn err; closeFile fh; pure (Just err)}
writeString fh s
?remainder
(b) A failing example.

Figure 22 Example instances of Files.

by its arity. Bigraphs can be nested, situated beside each other using a merge product, or
associated together using parellel product. The internal structure of a bigraph entity can
be abstracted away using id. Closure of names allows one to define internal links between
entities, and free names represent external connections. Bigraphs also enjoy an expressive
graphical notation which we do not detail here.

P ·Q

Nesting

(1)

id

P |Q

Merge product

(2)

P || Q

Parallel product

(3)

Identity

(4)

Kx,y

An entity of type K with names x, y

(5)

/x P

Closure of name x in P

(6)

Figure 23 Algebraic Definition for Bigraphs.

The algebraic structure of bigraphs are general purpose and restrictions on the bigraph’s
shape is guided by a system of sorts. These sorts presents a series of side conditions on the
link and place graph. Application of this system is often left as an aside from the bigraph
itself. Using Resources we can show how to build an EDSL that encapsulates the system
of sorts and when interpreted produces a bigraph instance.

4.2.1

Domain Model

Existing work has introduce a bigraph model for representing Wireless Sensor Networks
(WSNs) [54]. In their model they use the place graph of bigraphs to model the physical
deployment of nodes, together with their configuration, and applications running on said
nodes. The link graph connects data, applications, and nodes together. In this example we
take a reduced version of their system of sorts to describe sending of messages between mobile
devices and laptops that are connected over a wireless network. For simplicity, we restrict
number of concurrent connects laptops have to ten, and mobile devices to two. Devices are
located in rooms that are within buildings.
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Table 1 presents the description of our example’s types and sorts. Buildings can only
contain rooms and cannot be linked over for communication. Similarly, rooms can only
contain devices. Devices contain only messages, and laptops and mobiles have an arity
respective to their max number of connections. Messages cannot contain other entities.
Table 1 Types and Sorts for representing entities in Wireless.
Entity

Arity

Usage Restrictions

Building
Room
Device Laptop
Device Mobile
Messages

0
0
10
2
0

Complex
Complex
Complex
Complex
Atomic

for
for
for
for

Rooms only.
Devices only.
Messages only.
Messages only.

Figure 24 presents an example bigraph instance using the system from Table 1. We
situate two buildings that contain potentially many rooms next to each other, and describe
some rooms within them. Within one room in the first building, a laptop is situated that is
connected to another laptop in the other building, together with a mobile device (with a
message) that is connected to a laptop in an adjacent room in the same building.

/m/n (Building · (Room · (Laptop{n} | (Mobile{m} · Message)) | (Room · (Laptop{m} )) | id)
||(Building · (Room · Laptop{n} | id)))
Figure 24 Example Bigraph instance using algebraic notation.

4.2.2

EDSL Definition

Figure 25a presents a realisation for Table 1 using standard Idris constructs. Types are
presented as an enumerated type, in which we coalesce the definition for devices. For rooms
and messages we keep track of their allocation into entities, and for devices we keep track of
their allocation and number of free connections. Buildings do not have an associated abstract
state. The function maxConn calculates a devices arity, this function is used in secondary
function defState (not defined) that constructs StateD instances.
data DTy = MOBILE | LAPTOP

data StateD : DTy -> Type where
MkD : Bool -> Nat -> StateD ty

data Ty = ROOM | BLDG | MSG
| DEVICE DTy

(c) State for devices.

(a) Metatypes.

CalcStateType
CalcStateType
CalcStateType
CalcStateType
CalcStateType

maxConn : DTy -> Nat
maxConn MOBILE = 2
maxConn LAPTOP = 10
(b) Function to compute device arity.

: Ty -> Type
ROOM = Bool
BLDG = ()
(DEVICE ty) = StateD ty
MSG = Bool

(d) Function to compute state types.

Figure 25 Preliminary definitions.

Figure 26 presents the language definition for Wireless. Introduction of entities extend
the abstract state: buildings have no state; rooms and messages are initially unassigned; and
devices are initialised not allocated and connection free.
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data Wireless : Lang Ty CalcStateType where
NewBuilding : Wireless (Var Ty BLDG) old (\lbl => MkStateItem BLDG lbl () :: old)
NewRoom : Wireless (Var Ty ROOM) old (\lbl => MkStateItem ROOM lbl False :: old)
NewDevice : (type : DTy)
-> Wireless (Var Ty (DEVICE type)) old
(\lbl => MkStateItem (DEVICE type) lbl (defState type) :: old)
NewMessage : Wireless (Var Ty MSG) old (\lbl => MkStateItem MSG lbl False :: old)
Insert :
->
->
->
->
->

Link :
->
->
->

(varX : Var Ty x)
(varY : Var Ty y)
(prfValid : ValidAssign y x)
(prfFree : InContext x (Unassigned x varX) old)
(prfInsert : InContext y (CanAssign y varY) (update old prfFree Use))
Wireless () old (const $ update (update old prfFree Use)
prfInsert (Assign varX prfValid))

(varX : Var Ty (DEVICE
(varY : Var Ty (DEVICE
(prfSpaceX : InContext
(prfSpaceY : InContext

typeX))
typeY))
(DEVICE typeX) (CanConnect varX) old)
(DEVICE typeY)
(CanConnect varY)
(update old prfSpaceX Connect))

-> Wireless () old
(const $ update (update old prfSpaceX Connect) prfSpaceY Connect)
End : Wireless () old (const Nil)

Figure 26 Definition for Wireless.

The constructor Insert is a generic expression that supports: insertion of rooms into
buildings; devices into rooms; and messages into devices. For insertion of entity varX into
varY to take place several checks are performed. First we check to see if the entities of type
x and y are valid assertions using ValidAssign defined in Figure 27b. We then check to see
if the child entity (varX) has already been inserted. The predicate Unassigned (Figure 28a)
attests to this, and the function Use (Figure 28b) updates the context accordingly. The
final check is to see if the parent entity (varY) can be assigned to. By design, the predicate
CanAssign (Figure 27a) uses type level pattern matching to reason about abstract states
that can contain other entities, and for a device that there is at least one free connection left.
The function Assign (Figure 27c) updates the context accordingly.
data CanAssign :
->
->
->
ToABuilding :
ToARoom
:
ToADevice
:

(thisValue : Ty)
(thisVar
: Var Ty valueThis)
(item
: StateItem Ty CalcStateType valueThis)
Type where
CanAssign BLDG
bld (MkStateItem BLDG
bld ())
CanAssign ROOM
rm (MkStateItem ROOM
rm True)
CanAssign (DEVICE ty) dev (MkStateItem (DEVICE ty) dev (MkD True (S n)))

(a) Predicate.
data ValidAssign : Ty -> Ty -> Type where
ValidBR : ValidAssign BLDG ROOM
ValidRD : ValidAssign ROOM (DEVICE ty)
ValidDM : ValidAssign (DEVICE ty) MSG
(b) Side-Condition.

Assign :
->
->
->
->

Var Ty x
ValidAssign v x
(i : StateItem Ty CalcStateType v)
CanAssign value lbl i
StateItem Ty CalcStateType v

(c) Update Function.

Figure 27 Predicates and update function for reasoning about association of nodes.
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data Unassigned : (value : Ty) -> (lbl : Var Ty value)
-> (item : StateItem Ty CalcStateType value) -> Type where
URoom
: Unassigned ROOM
rm (MkStateItem ROOM
rm False)
UDevice : Unassigned (DEVICE ty) dev (MkStateItem (DEVICE ty) dev (MkD False c))
UMessage : Unassigned MSG
msg (MkStateItem MSG
msg False)
(a) Predicate.
Use : (item : StateItem Ty CalcStateType value)
-> (prf : Unassigned value lbl item)
-> StateItem Ty CalcStateType value
(b) Update Function.

Figure 28 Predicate and Function for Assigning Variables.
data CanConnect : (to
: Var Ty (DEVICE type))
-> (item : StateItem Ty CalcStateType (DEVICE type))
-> Type where
HasSpace : CanConnect dev (MkStateItem (DEVICE type) lbl (MkD True (S n)))
(a) Predicate.
Connect : (item : StateItem Ty CalcStateType (DEVICE type))
-> (prf : CanConnect to item)
-> StateItem Ty CalcStateType (DEVICE type)
(b) Update Function.

Figure 29 Predicates and update function for reasoning about connection of devices.

Notice for Insert we have had to update the context twice. Once for prfInsert, and
again in the function to calculate the new context. For each assumption we make in the
type about the context we must ensure it holds for subsequent steps. Unfortunately, this can
result in verbose type signatures.
Devices are linked together using Link. For devices to be connected we must assert, using
CanConnect (Figure 29a), that they have free connections left to make. Like Insert we
must also update the context for each assertion we make about each devices state. With this
definition of Link we make no restrictions on linking devices to themselves.

4.2.3

Handler for the Bigraph EDSL

Given the algebraic notation for bigraphs their representation as an algebraic data type
naturally follows. Figure 30 presents our bigraph implementation. Entities are a simple data
structure capturing the arity of the entity and a unique identifier. Entity is parameterised by
the sort type as a value. Although, we can use the arity of an entity to inform the length of a
Vect instance to capture the link graph we must remember that bigraph’s are constructed by
interpretation of an instance of Wireless. Interpretation must ensure that the construction
of the place graph correctly matches the description from the specification, and that the
entities used in the place graph are embedded correctly within the final version of the link
graph. The final state of the link and place graphs will not be known until we end the
specification. Therefore we must delay construction of the bigraph model until then. Thus,
interpretation of Wireless specifications will return an intermediate bigraph representation
used for constructing the algebraic bigraph representation. This is the representation
presented in Figure 30.
The type, Bigraph, is indexed by the concrete type describing the bigraph’s “types” and
specification of the place graph follows the algebraic bigraph definition. Entity arity nor the
link graph are described within the Node constructor. Borrowing from existing algebraic
graph definitions [41] links and external names are represented using Connect and Outside.
Overlay describes the union of two bigraph descriptions into a single bigraph. Construction
of a more compact algebraic bigraph model from Bigraph is not described here.
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data Entity : (type : Type) -> (value : type) -> Type where
MkEntity : (n : Nat) -> (arity : Nat) -> Entity type value
data BiGraph a = Identity | Node
| Nest (BiGraph a) (BiGraph a)
| Par (BiGraph a) (BiGraph a)
| Connect (BiGraph a) (BiGraph
| Overlay (BiGraph a) (BiGraph

(Entity a value)
| Merge (BiGraph a) (BiGraph a)
a) | Outside String
a)

Figure 30 Naïve Algebraic Representation of a Bigraph.

Figure 31 presents the complete instance of Handler for Wireless. We use the accumulator of Handler to capture the bigraph instance being constructed, and a counter to generate
fresh identifiers. An instance of RealVar translates variables into Entity instances, the
type Ty has been reused for entity types. Variables are turned into entities and extend the
environment for each new variable definition. Insertion of entities creates a Nest instruction
and each variable definition is inserted into a Node constructor. Although the definition of
the handler for Insert looks repetitive, dependent pattern matching on the side-condition
(prfValid) is required to ensure that the correct proofs are considered at the type level [38].
Each lookup and proof used for each case have different types. Further, for each operation
that updates the context we must also update the environment accordingly. With the updates
to the environment mirroring the updates made at the type level. The Overlay instruction
combines the existing bigraph (acc) with a new nesting of parent and child. Interpretation
of Link follows that for Insert by updating the environment for each change in the context,
and appends to the accumulated bigraph using Overlay, a new edge in the link graph using
Connect.

4.2.4

Example Bigraph Instances

Figure 32 illustrates how several example bigraphs can be specified using Wireless. The typesynonym WirelessDesc sets the expected initial and end states – cf. Files in Section 4.1.
Figure 32a replicates the example from Figure 24. Figure 32b presents a failing example that
will not type-check as the domain model specifies that models only support two connections.
The final link expression will fail to type-check as the abstract state for mobileA will have
decremented the number of free connections to zero.

4.3

Exemplar 3: Global Session Descriptions

Multi-Party Session Types (MPST) are a typing discipline that allows formal protocol
narrations to dictate the type checking process such that implementations of the protocol are
known to adhere to a given formal narration [30]. Global session types present an overview
of the interactions made between entities, and entities have local types that describes their
known interactions. Existing work has seen to extend MPST implementation and theory
to support reasoning on message values [30, 61, 6]. When looking to realise global session
types in a dependently typed language care must be taken that values introduced in the
description are used by roles that know about the value.
Sessions is an EDSL for describing global session descriptions [19]. Figure 33 illustrates
how Sessions can be written using Resources as Sessions, and Figure 34 details accompanying data types and functions. For brevity, we have not included the creation of value
dependent messages. We have, however, extended the EDSL with expressions to reason
explicitly about channels, that borrows from existing work [31]. The type of Sessions is
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RealVar Ty where
CalcRealType ROOM
=
CalcRealType BLDG
=
CalcRealType (DEVICE x) =
CalcRealType MSG
=

Entity
Entity
Entity
Entity

Ty
Ty
Ty
Ty

ROOM
BLDG
(DEVICE x)
MSG

Handler Ty CalcStateType Wireless (Nat, BiGraph Ty) (Basics.id) where
handle env NewBuilding (ctr,g) cont =
cont MkVar (MkTag (MkEntity ctr Z)::env) (S ctr,g)
handle env NewRoom (ctr,g) cont = cont MkVar (MkTag (MkEntity ctr Z)::env) (S ctr,g)
handle env (NewDevice ty) (ctr,g) cont =
cont MkVar (MkTag (MkEntity ctr (maxConn ty))::env) (S ctr,g)
handle env NewMessage (ctr,g) cont = cont MkVar (MkTag (MkEntity ctr Z)::env) (S ctr,g)
handle env (Insert varX varY prfValid prfFree prfInsert) (ctr,g) cont with (prfValid)
handle env (Insert varX varY prfValid prfFree prfInsert) (ctr,g) cont | ValidBR = do
let MkTag rm = lookup env prfFree
let env’ = (update env prfFree Use)
let MkTag bld = lookup env’ prfInsert
let env’’ = update env’ prfInsert (Assign varX ValidBR)
cont () env’’ (ctr,Overlay (Nest (Node bld) (Node rm)) g)
handle env (Insert varX varY prfValid prfFree prfInsert) (ctr,g) cont | ValidRD = do
let MkTag dev = lookup env prfFree
let env’ = (update env prfFree Use)
let MkTag rm = lookup env’ prfInsert
let env’’ = update env’ prfInsert (Assign varX ValidRD)
cont () env’’ (ctr,Overlay (Nest (Node rm) (Node dev)) g)
handle env (Insert varX varY prfValid prfFree prfInsert) (ctr,g) cont | ValidDM = do
let MkTag msg = lookup env prfFree
let env’ = (update env prfFree Use)
let MkTag dev = lookup env’ prfInsert
let env’’ = update env’ prfInsert (Assign varX ValidDM)
cont () env’’ (ctr,Overlay (Nest (Node dev) (Node msg)) g)
handle env (Link varX varY prfSpaceX prfSpaceY) (ctr,g) cont = do
let MkTag x = lookup env prfSpaceX
let env’ = update env prfSpaceX Connect
let MkTag y = lookup env’ prfSpaceY
let env’’ = update env’ prfSpaceY Connect
cont () env’’ (ctr,Overlay (Connect (Node x) (Node y)) g)
handle env End (ctr,g) cont = cont () Nil (ctr,g)

Figure 31 Handler instance for Wireless.

further parameterised by a list of participants in the protocol, allowing the EDSL to utilise
this information for each expression. Sessions expression’s include message creation, channel
construction and destruction, sending of messages, allowing access to message values, and
termination of session descriptions.
Central to the operation of Sessions is reasoning about the abstract state associated
with messages and communication channels. Messages have metatype DATA capturing the
type of the message, and an associated state listing the actors aware of the message. Channels
have metatype CHAN capturing the involved actors, and an associated state denoting the
connection state: Bound or Free. The function CalcStateType maps meta types to concrete
state types.
The construction of Sessions follows that of Sessions but in a more general framework.
Message creation extends the list of state with a new abstract state asserting that the creator a
knows of the message, and the expression’s use is restricted to actors listed in the descriptions
type. Similarly channel creation extends the list of states with a new abstract state asserting
the channel is Bound, and restricts channel creation to actors listed in the description’s type.
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example : WirelessDesc m
example = do
buildingA <- newBuilding
buildingB <- newBuilding
example : WirelessDesc m
example = do
buildingA <- newBuilding
roomA <- newRoom

roomA <- newRoom
roomB <- newRoom
roomC <- newRoom
laptopA
laptopB
laptopC
mobile

<<<<-

newDevice
newDevice
newDevice
newDevice

LAPTOP
LAPTOP
LAPTOP
MOBILE

msg <- newMessage
insert
insert
insert
insert
insert
insert
insert
insert

roomA buildingA
laptopA roomA
mobile roomA
msg mobile
roomB buildingA
laptopB roomB
roomC buildingB
laptopC roomC

link laptopA laptopC
link mobile laptopB

insert roomA buildingA
mobileA
mobileB
mobileC
mobileD
insert
insert
insert
insert

<<<<-

newDevice
newDevice
newDevice
newDevice

mobileA
mobileB
mobileC
mobileD

MOBILE
MOBILE
MOBILE
MOBILE

roomA
roomA
roomA
roomA

link mobileA mobileB
link mobileA mobileC
link mobileA mobileD
end
(b) Example Failing Bigraph.

end
(a) Example Bigraph from Figure 24.

Figure 32 Example Specifications using Wireless.

This specification implies that we are free to make connections between any two actors in ps.
We could add a predicate to Sessions that restricts channel creation to specific pairings of
actors. Closing a channel changes the channel’s abstract state to Free. Sending messages
along a channel requires an active channel guaranteed by the predicate ChannelHasState,
and proof (using KnowsData) that the sender (s) knows about the message. Once a message
has been sent the abstract state of the message is updated to reflect that the receiver is now
aware of the message.
Figure 35 presents the definition for these and other predicates used in Sessions. The
expression ReadMsg facilitates reasoning using message values that are known to all participants. Session descriptions conclude if all abstract states are in a valid end state. For
messages, this is immaterial and for connections they must have been closed.
It is reasonable to assume that we can define a projection function as an instance of
Handler. The type for handle, however, requires that we build a continuation that can
be applied to a value associated with the expression. When projecting global types in a
multi-party session some expressions are irrelevant if the role being projected for is not
involved [14]. The type for handle is too constrained for Sessions implementation. Future
work will be to investigate how a projection function for Sessions can be constructed.
Figure 36 present several example session descriptions. The function Session is a typesynonym to restrict the starting and ending type-level context to Nil. Figure 36a models
the salient aspects of the TCP handshake [51]. Here Alice and Bob establish a channel,
and Alice sends to Bob a sequence number (x) that Bob must return incremented by one.
Similarly, Bob sends Alice a sequence (y) that Alice must return incremented by one. In our
description we use dependent pairs to reason about the message contents.
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data Sessions : (participants : List Actor) -> Lang Ty CalcStateType where
NewData : (a : Actor) -> (type : Type) -> (prf : Elem a ps)
-> Sessions ps (Var Ty (DATA type)) old
(\lbl => MkStateItem (DATA type) lbl (MkDataState [a] type) :: old)
NewConnection : (a,b : Actor) -> (prfS : Elem a ps) -> (prfR : Elem b ps)
-> Sessions ps (Var Ty (CHAN (a,b))) old
(\lbl => MkStateItem (CHAN (a,b)) lbl (MkChanState Bound) :: old)
EndConnection : (chan : Var Ty (CHAN (a,b)))
-> (prf : InContext (CHAN (a,b)) (ChannelHasState Bound chan) old)
-> Sessions ps () old (const $ update old prf (SetChannelState Free))
SendLeft :
->
->
->
->

(chan : Var Ty (CHAN (s,r)))
(msg : Var Ty (DATA type))
(prfActive : InContext (CHAN (s,r)) (ChannelHasState Bound chan) old)
(prfKnows : InContext (DATA type) (KnowsData s msg) old)
Sessions ps () old (const $ update old prfKnows (ExpandWhoKnows r))

SendRight :
->
->
->
->

(chan : Var Ty (CHAN (s,r)))
(msg : Var Ty (DATA type))
(prfActive : InContext (CHAN (s,r)) (ChannelHasState Bound chan) old)
(prfKnows : InContext (DATA type) (KnowsData r msg) old)
Sessions ps () old (const $ update old prfKnows (ExpandWhoKnows s))

ReadMsg : (msg : Var Ty (DATA type))
-> (prf : InContext (DATA type) (AllKnow ps msg) old)
-> Sessions ps type old (const old)
StopSession : AllContext EndState old -> Sessions ps () old (const Nil)

Figure 33 An EDSL for describing Global Multi-Party Session Types.

data Actor = MkActor String
data Usage = Free | Bound
data Ty = CHAN (Actor, Actor) | DATA Type
(a) Actors,Usage, and Metatypes.

data ChanState = MkChanState Usage
data DataState =
MkDataState (List Actor) Type
(b) Abstract States.
CalcStateType : Ty -> Type
CalcStateType (CHAN _) = ChanState
CalcStateType (DATA _) = DataState
(c) Function to compute state types.

Figure 34 Core accompanying data types and functions.

Figures 36b and 36c present two examples that fail to type-check. The first Figure 36b
demonstrates how sending on the wrong channel will result in a type error. Here Alice is not
involved in the communication between Bob and Charlie. The second example Figure 36c
shows an example that will fail as the message (m) is not yet known by all participants.

5

Related Work

The implementation of Resources builds upon existing techniques developed for Effects [11]
that realise well studied theoretical models [1, 43, 50]. These models were realised in a
dependently typed language using straightforward idiomatic constructs: Hoare monads as a
parameterised data type; and algebraic effect handlers using interfaces.
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data ChannelHasState : (assumedState : Usage)
-> (chan : Var Ty (CHAN (s,r)))
-> (actual : StateItem Ty CalcStateType (CHAN (s,r)))
-> Type where
ChanHasState : ChannelHasState st ch (MkStateItem (CHAN (s,r)) ch (MkChanState st))
(a) Asserting Channel State.
data AllKnow : (as : List Actor)
-> (var : Var Ty (DATA type))
-> (item : StateItem Ty CalcStateType (DATA ty))
-> Type where
NilKnows : (prf : Elem x as)
-> AllKnow [x] msg (MkStateItem (DATA ty) msg (MkDataState as ty))
ConsKnows : (prf : Elem x as)
-> (later : AllKnow xs msg (MkStateItem (DATA type) msg (MkDataState as ty)))
-> AllKnow (x::xs) msg (MkStateItem (DATA type) msg (MkDataState as ty))
(b) Asserting that all participants know a value.
data KnowsData : (actor : Actor)
-> (var : Var Ty (DATA type))
-> (item : StateItem Ty CalcStateType (DATA type))
-> Type where
DoesKnow : (prf : x = y) -> (prfE : Elem x actors)
-> KnowsData y var (MkStateItem (DATA type) var (MkDataState actors type))
(c) Asserting that a participant know a value.
data EndState : (ty : Ty) -> StateItem Ty CalcStateType ty -> Type where
EndData : EndState (DATA type) state
EndConn : EndState (CHAN (s,r)) (MkStateItem (CHAN (s,r)) lbl (MkChanState Free))
(d) Asserting final end states.

Figure 35 Predicates used in Sessions.

5.1

Theoretical-Oriented Approaches

First we examine other theoretical approaches to realising substructural type-systems for
EDSLs that use expressive logics as a base formalism.

Hoare Type Theory. Hoare Type Theory [43] has been used to describe programs with
substructural type systems [7]. Here types are associated with Hoare triples that are translated
to refinement types [23, 27] to ensure triple satisfaction. Ynot is an extension of the Coq
proof assistant to provide reasoning about programs using Hoare Type Theory [42]. Similar
work has presented a variant of the State Monad that provides Hoare style reasoning on
the captured state [60]. Our approach also utilises Hoare triples but not to reason about
individual types per se, but rather about the entire type-level state of our program. This is
much similar to existing work [8, 7] in which the authors were restricted to reasoning about
the program’s state, described as a state monad, in its entirety. Use of quantifiers over our
abstract state allows us to reason about specific aspects of a program’s state.

Typestates. Typestates [56, 22, 5] have been shown to provide a formal basis for building
substructural type-systems [39]. Using their approach the authors also show how to incorporate behavioural typing [16] as well. Here each type in their formalism is associated with
a type-level state and value level operations apply, at the type level, state transitions to
the modelled state. This is a more formal treatment compared to our approach, however,
we acknowledge the similarity in associating types with a type-level state. Rather than use
typestates as a base formalism we utilise parameterised monads.
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TCPHandshake : Session m [Alice, Bob]
WrongChan : Session m [Alice,Bob,Charlie]
TCPHandshake = do
WrongChan = do
chan <- setup Alice Bob
chan <- setup Alice Bob
net <- setup Bob Charlie
m1 <- msg Alice (Packet, Nat)
sendLeft chan m1
m <- msg Alice String
sendRight net m
(p,x) <- read m1
m2 <- msg Bob
?end
(Packet, (x’ ** x’ = S x),
(b) Sending on a wrong channel.
Nat)
UnableToRead : Session m
[Alice,Bob,Charlie]
sendRight chan m2
UnableToRead = do
chan <- setup Alice Bob
(p,xplus,y) <- read m2
m <- msg Alice String
m3 <- msg Alice
(Packet, (x’ ** x’ = S x), sendLeft chan m
(y’ ** y’ = S y))
val <- read m
sendLeft chan m3
?end
destroy chan
end
(c) Invalid Read Access.
(a) TCP Handshake.

Figure 36 Example Global Session Descriptions.

Seperation Logics. Separation logic [45] has been used to provide another formal treatment
towards customising standard substructural type-systems with custom resources [34]. This
work supports customisation of resources, and controls on said resource to be specified on a
per-module or per-library basis. Similarly, the authors use state-transition systems by way of
commutative monoids, to reason about substructural properties.
Very recent work has investigated the use of separation logics to build intrinsically-typed
definitional interpreters for linear/session-typed languages [52]. Developed in Agda [44] the
authors present a collection of reusable and composable abstractions to support interpreter
construction. Our approach differs in that we ground our work in hoare logic and provide a
singular unified framework to capture common language expressions common to all EDSLs,
and integrated support for reasoning on abstract program state. We will carefully study the
use of separation logics and see how Resources can be bettered. Of interest will be the
ability of the author’s approach to realise global MPST.
Quantitative Type-Systems. Substructural Type-Systems [65] support various different
styles of reasoning about variable usage at the type level. Linear typing providing exactly once
semantics [64, 63], and Affine systems at most once [62, 15]. Generally speaking, Quantitative
Type-Theory (QTT) [2] provides a more general framework to reason about resource usage.
However it is not clear how state-based substructural properties (cf. nesting for Bigraphs
– Section 4.2.1) can be modelled within QTT. Their substructural properties are not all
about quantitative usage. Regardless, QTT is a promising direction for reasoning about
quantitative resource usage.

5.2

Practical-Oriented Approaches

Resources is highly dependent on Idris specific features such as interfaces and proof search,
as well as dependent types. Realising Resources in disimilar languages would require more
complicated work arounds to realise a similar framework, or require direct modification
to the compiler. Like Effects, Resources is a plain-old-library that does not require any
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language extensions, and leverages a language in which dependent types were not retrofitted.
This gives us static compile time guarantees that our framework, and thus our EDSLs,
are well-typed. We now examine other practical approaches that involve expressive host
languages which support construction of bespoke substructural type-systems within the host
language itself.

Substructural Type-Systems. There exist several general purpose languages that provide
full or experimental support for substructural type-systems. Linear typing has been realised
for ATS [55]. Clean has implemented uniqueness typing [21] that influenced Rust’s ownership
types [35, 36]. An extension is being developed for Haskell that leverages linearity for correct
variable usage [4]. Interestingly, this extension also uses a parameterised type to replicate
typestates when reasoning about a socket example. Idris itself has experimental support for
linear typing [37], and Clean’s Uniqueness types [14]. Future iterations of Idris3 , however,
will support Quantitative Type-Theory [2]. As we described in Section 5.1, it is not clear
how we can use these quantitative systems to describe state-based substructural properties.

Expressive Type-Systems. Construction of domain specific substructural type systems for
EDSLs can be achieved using other as expressive non-dependently typed host languages.
Racket is a general purpose language that supports EDSL creation through fine-grained
control over the language’s type-system [25]. The original version of F ? was a general
purpose language with value-dependent types [57, 58]. Whereas Idris provides full-spectrum
dependent types, F ? provides value-dependencies using refinement types. F ? was extended
to provide better support for dependently typed and effectful programming [59]. Such
languages provide novel, alternate, environment in which to construct “value-dependentlytyped” programs. How the approach behind Resources is transferable to these languages is
worth investigating.

Dependent-Type Systems. Although, the framework has been realised using Idris the
techniques presented are agnostic to dependently typed languages. Any other dependently
typed language that supports full-spectrum dependent types, such as Agda [44], will be
suitable for implementing the ideas. It has been shown how Dependent Haskell [66] can realise
Idris’ Effects library [24, § 3.2.3]. Existing work has investigated embedding linear typesystems for EDSLs into Haskell [49]. In their implementation the author’s make extensive use
of Haskell’s typeclass mechanism, a Higher Order Abstract Syntax embedding, and Dependent
Haskell [48].
ST is an improvement upon Effects by not only associating resources with variables, but
facilitating vertical and horizontal effect composition [12]. ST is a resource dependent EDSL,
and makes extensive use of Idris’ Interface mechanism for effect definition. Resources sits
in between these two implementations, borrowing the algebraic language definition from
Effects and associating abstract state with variables from ST. We position Resources as
a framework for defining EDSLs with domain specific substructural type-systems. ST and
Effects are general purpose.

3

https://github.com/edwinb/idris2
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6

Future Work

Resources is a promising framework for constructing EDSLs with interesting type-systems.
However, there are a few limitations to our current approach.
Each EDSL requires that the complete set of resource types to be used be known at EDSL
design time. Our EDSL are closed worlds. This impacts upon the composability of resources
between EDSL instances. For example, state resources have to be created per EDSL. This
limitations originate from the framework’s design. It was not designed for resource reuse in
mind. A promising direction will be to look at how Idris’ interfaces can look to better the
specification and use of resources in EDSLs.
Similarly, our type-level state holds too much information. If we were to call out to
sub-programs we must be careful about the effect that the resulting state (of the callee
program) has on the caller program. We see this in the design of Files ( Section 4.1)
when passing around file handles we need to ensure that closed files remain closed. While
one can state that sub-programs are closed it will be interesting to investigate how to deal
with interactions of states between programs. When looking at program composition, and
resource reuse between EDSLs, how we interact with type-level state is important. Our use
of Hoare logics prohibits the inspection, individually, of resources in isolation. By basing
the framework on separation logics rather than Hoare triples, we can look to address these
limitations.
Updating the type-level context multiple times in a type signature, can lead to a more
verbose style of type-level programming. For example, consider the type-signatures for Link
and Insert for Wireless in Section 4.2.2. The limitation here is Idris’ own syntax: type
signatures are not equivalent to a function body. Future work will be to see how we can
reason better about the transformations made to the abstract state within a type signature.

7

Conclusions

Resources has been developed to explore construction of EDSLs with substructural typesystems supporting autonomic management of domain specific abstract resources and typelevel reasoning on such resources. Idris’ support for auto-implicit arguments allows languages
to be presented cleanly, where proofs that properties hold are hidden but present during
type-checking. Resources and their state need not be listed explicitly at the type-level.
We have demonstrated the use of Resources through construction of several exemplar
EDSLs. Type-level predicates provided compile time guarantees over various substructural
properties. Providing static compile time checks that correct EDSL instances are constructed.
We have demonstrated how Handler instances can: run interactive programs – Section 4.1.2;
and construct data types – Section 4.2.3. When we construct data structures, however, the
correctness-by-construction guarantees are not necessarily carried over. It will be interesting
to see how we can use Resources to do so. This would be useful for our Bigraph example.
This is future work. Further, we have seen when the Handler interface was not enough
for our needs (Section 4.3), and noted limitations on program and resource composition –
Section 6.
We are using Resources to develop EDSLs for reasoning about the structural and
behavioural aspects of System-on-a-Chip Designs. Within these languages a substructural
type-system allows one to constrain expressions using type-level resources derived from finite
sources and behavioural specifications. Ensuring, for example, that ports can be connected
to only once, and that interfaces and connections are well-formed respective to a given
specification. Resources helps by providing a common framework to explore different model
designs without specifying the same boilerplate again and again.
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